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the people of Indonesia, where the company sources its wood. 
Every Summit piece expertly combines exceptional design 

and unrivalled performance and function in an aesthetically 
pleasing way. Each little detail has been painstakingly thought 
out by skilled craftspeople, from interlocking finger joints and 
compound angles to innovative aesthetic approaches. Every 
piece is a masterclass of style with substance. 

Summit has collaborated with renowned superyacht design 
studio Winch Design on Arc, a debut furniture collection 
inspired by the sea and sky. The beautiful texture of nautical 
rope is evoked by the clever weaving of laminated teak between 
brushed stainless-steel rods. The collection includes a variety 
of chairs, tables and a sofa and is ideal for superyachts. 

Summit’s new line of endurance fabrics are testament to the 
company’s vision of combining performance and luxury. These 
high tech, low maintenance premium textiles are the perfect 
solution for sophisticated indoor and outdoor living. Naturally 
they come in an array of textures, chic patterns and muted 

For more than 40 years Summit has built an international 
reputation for creating the finest, most beautiful and versatile 
outdoor furniture in the world. Sustainability and endurance 
have always been at the heart of the company. In his mission 
statement all those years ago, founder William Sieberts 
declared his promise “to allow in our collection only products 
worthy of a lifetime guarantee as symbolised by the Summit 
identification plate affixed to every piece”.

This commitment to creating modern heirlooms designed 
to last for generations has made Summit the go-to brand for 
discerning customers; its legacy pieces can be found in luxury 
resorts and residences across the globe and feature frequently 
on superyachts. 

Summit has been committed to sustainability since the very 
beginning. Only the highest-grade FSC-certified teak from 
sustainably managed plantations is used in the furniture. As 
well as always using sustainably grown materials, Summit is 
also committed to environmental forestry and the well-being of 

colours such as Terracotta, Sky Mist, Twilight and Feather. 
The material is fade-resistant, stain- and water-repellent and 
highly durable while maintaining optimum comfort and style 
– making them an obvious choice for use on deck. 

While always looking to the future, Summit also treasures 
history, whether demonstrated by the use of natural wood – the 
patina proudly displayed on Summit’s furniture atop a yacht 
deck – or in the ever-available customer service should a client 
desire to restore a piece to its original complexion.

That commitment to endurance and legacy is what makes 
Summit stand out and gives it its well-deserved reputation 
as the creator of “precious antiques of the future”. It is no 
wonder that its superior furniture, be it a chair, table or 
chaise, are found in the villas of Monaco, on the shores of 
the Great Lakes, on the decks of superyachts and everywhere 
in between. Discerning customers around the world collect 
Summit pieces safe in the knowledge they have masterpieces 
that are built to stand the test of time.           

Outdoor furniture
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Left: The Folding 
Director’s Lounge 

Chair SD357, Top left: 
the Sundeck collection 

by John Munford on 
yacht Nirvana.  

Top right: Lounge 
Chair AC903, from the 

new Arc collection by 
Winch Design. 


